Arvinder Sambei is a lawyer of over 30 years’ experience and has previously held the posts of Head of Criminal Law at the Commonwealth Secretariat, Senior Crown Prosecutor (Crown Prosecution Service of England & Wales), and Legal Adviser to the Permanent Joint Headquarters (PJHQ) at the UK’s Ministry of Defence.

Arvinder has advised states, corporates and individuals on extradition law and international co-operation, public international law (international human rights law, international humanitarian law, immunities and state responsibility), international criminal law, counter-terrorism/terrorism financing and anti-corruption. As a senior prosecutor, she has also had conduct of many of the UK’s high profile extradition, counter-terrorism, transnational and war crimes cases.

She acts as an expert for many international and regional organisations (including Council of Europe, EU, IMF and UN agencies (UNDP, UNODC etc.) on treaty and legislative drafting, state and project evaluation and capacity building/technical assistance programmes. In addition, Arvinder has written practitioner manuals for law enforcement, lawyers and the judiciary on each of her topic areas in order to enhance state institutional capability.

Arvinder is an experienced trainer and facilitator, and has been engaged in running immersive exercises at both the strategic and operational level.
She has written and spoken widely on public international law, international human rights law, international criminal law, counter-terrorism, asset recovery, anti-corruption/governance, and international co-operation, and is a published author with Oxford University Press and others.

Arvinder holds a degree in law from the University of Kent and is a member of the Bar of England and Wales. She also holds an LLM in Public International Law from the London School of Economics (LSE) and a Certificate in US Constitutional Law from Yale University, USA.

**Areas of expertise:** Extradition law and international co-operation, public international law (including immunities, international human rights law, international humanitarian law), international sanctions, counter-terrorism, conflict and security law, AML/CFT, international criminal law and economic & financial crimes (including anti-corruption/bribery).

**Related**

**Counter-Terrorism Law and Practice**

PIL Advisory Group experts Martin Polaine and Arvinder Sambei have co-authored with Anton Du Plessis the leading handbook *Counter-Terrorism Law and Practice* (Oxford University Press, 2009). The book provides in ... Continue reading
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Latest news

- Contentieux frontaliers en Afrique : Défis et réponses – Colloque international à Paris
- 4th issue of International Law Gazette issued
- Africa wins in the Ghana v Côte d'Ivoire Case: Personal take homes from UNECA, Report-Review Meeting on Transboundary disputes in Africa
- The Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its 69th session
- 3rd Annual EFILA Lecture in Brussels
New Publication: The Arbitration of Disputes Related to Foreign Investments Affected by Unilateral Sanctions
Embargoes

We address all international legal aspects of sanctions, from embargoes and economic coercive measures to targeted sanctions. We advise targeted States and businesses on treaty protections, options for judicial review, and issues of international responsibility.

Boundaries

PIL Advisory Group has prominent experts on all matters of the law of the sea (LOS) and ocean governance, with specific experience on delimitation of maritime boundaries and legal and environmental challenges of exploitation of natural resources in disputed maritime zones.

Our arms control & nonproliferation experts assist on issues and challenges such as compliance with arms control agreements, their negotiation and interpretation, and have high-level experience in the legal framework of civilian nuclear activities and IAEA safeguards.

Settlement

Assistance and representation before international courts and tribunals, including the ICJ, the PCA, ITLOS, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body, and ad hoc tribunals. We also assist on major investor-State arbitration cases (ICSID, Energy Charter Treaty, and others).

Speaking on human rights impacts of international sanctions and remedies

Pierre-Emmanuel Dupont was among the speakers at the fourth edition of the Global Classroom of the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratisation (EIUC) on “Intractable human rights situations and failed international responses to crises” which

Nuclear power plant financing post-Fukushima and international investment law

Prof. Daniel H. Joyner has published ‘Nuclear power plant financing post-Fukushima, and international investment law’ in the Journal of...
Venice (Italy) and gathered professors and students from the seven Regional Master’s programme of the Global Campus taking place in five continents, international experts from the United Nations, and civil society organisations.

Pierre-Emmanuel spoke on “Human rights impacts of unilateral sanctions and mechanisms for remedies and redress” in his capacity as Legal Adviser to the UN Special Rapporteur on the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures.

The essential thesis of this article is that, as corporate and project finance trends continue in nuclear power plant financing, resulting in diversified and much broader and more complex structures of foreign investment, international investment law will become increasingly relevant to and influential upon these transactions. This in turn will spawn a new wave of disputes based in international investment law claims, before international arbitral tribunals including the ICSID.

Publication and book launch event: Whaling in the Antarctic (Fitzmaurice and Tamada, eds)

Human Rights and Maritime Law Enforcement

Our colleague Brian Wilson has published a comprehensive study on ‘Human Rights and Maritime Law’

Iran’s Nuclear Program and International Law, by Prof. Daniel H. Joyner, now out at Oxford UP

Professor Daniel H. Joyner has published Iran’s...
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Highlights

Pierre-Emmanuel Dupont has contributed a report for the upcoming Volume VIII of International Maritime Boundaries (Brill/Nijhoff, in cooperation with The American
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